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Abstract. We describe Scusi?, a multi-stage, spoken language interpretation mech-
anism designed to be part of a robot-mounted dialogue system. Scusi?’s interpre-
tation process maps spoken utterances to conceptual graphs, and the nodes in
these graphs to concepts in the world. Maximum posterior probability is used to
rank the (partial) interpretations produced at each stage of this process.

1 Introduction
The DORIS project aims to develop a spoken dialogue module for a robotic agent. Even-
tually, this module will be able to engage in a dialogue with users and plan physical
actions (by interfacing with a planner). In this paper, we describe Scusi?, the speech
interpretation module that is being developed within the DORIS framework. Scusi? was
designed to achieve the following objectives: (1) provide a variety of possible interpre-
tations of the input, ranked according to merit; (2) change its mind regarding the best
interpretation if warranted by new information; and (3) assist the dialogue module in
handling partial or faulty interpretations and recovering from them.

To achieve these objectives we use a multi-stage, probabilistic interpretation pro-
cess based on that introduced in [1]. Each interpretation is an understanding of spoken
input in terms of the system’s information structures and domain knowledge. Our inter-
pretation process comprises three main stages: (a) speech recognition, (b) parsing, and
(c) semantic interpretation (Section 2). Each stage produces multiple candidate options,
which are ranked according to their probability of being intended by the speaker. The
probability of a candidate depends on the probability of its parents (generated in the
previous stage of the interpretation process) and that of its components (Section 4).

Each of the final interpretations and the intermediate sub-interpretations are main-
tained by Scusi?, enabling it to return to previously “unpreferred” options, update pre-
vious sub-interpretations in light of new information, and possibly change its mind
regarding the preferred interpretation. Additionally, by keeping track of the probability
of different components of an interpretation, Scusi? can determine which parts of an
interpretation can be used for further processing, and which should be re-examined in
order to get a better interpretation.

2 Multi-Stage Processing
Figure 1 illustrates the stages involved in processing spoken input. The first stage ac-
tivates ViaVoice – an Automatic Speech Recognizer (ASR) – to generate candidate se-
quences of words (Text) from a Speech Wave. Each Text has a score that represents how
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Fig. 1. Structures for the interpretation stages

well its words fit the speech wave. This score is converted into a probability. The word
sequences are then parsed using Charniak’s probabilistic parser, which generates a set
of Parse Trees. The last stage uses Concept Graphs (CGs) to perform semantic interpre-
tation. Two types of CGs are generated (Section 3). First, the Parse Trees are mapped
into a set of Uninstantiated Concept Graphs (UCGs), which represent mainly syntac-
tic information. Next, Scusi? proposes candidate Instantiated Concept Graphs (ICGs)
from selected UCGs. This is done by nominating Instantiated Concepts from DORIS’s
knowledge base as a potential realization for every Uninstantiated Concept in a UCG.

2.1 Anytime processing

The consideration of all possible options for each stage of the interpretation process
is computationally intractable. To address this problem, we have adapted the anytime
algorithm described in [1], which applies a selection-expansion cycle to build a search
graph as follows. The selection step nominates a single sub-interpretation (Speech, Text,
Parse Tree or UCG) to expand, and the expansion step generates only one child for
that sub-interpretation. The selection step then nominates the next sub-interpretation
to expand, which may be the one that was just expanded, its new child, or any other
sub-interpretation in the search graph.

The nomination of a sub-interpretation is made on the basis of two factors: (1) the
level in the search tree, and (2) the probability of its previously generated children.
Preference is given to later stages in the search (e.g., UCGs rather than Texts) to en-
courage the early generation of complete interpretations, and within a stage, to sub-
interpretations that have a “proven track record”, i.e., that have previously produced
high-probability children.

The selection-expansion cycle is repeated until one of the following happens: all the
options are fully expanded, a time limit is reached, or the system runs out of memory.
The results of the interpretation process are available to the dialogue module contin-



uously. This enables the dialogue module to decide on an action on the basis of the
progress of the interpretation process.

2.2 Features of the interpretation process

Our interpretation process implements an iterative optimization method, which retains
all sub-interpretations, and allows even low-ranking sub-interpretations to generate chil-
dren. This safeguards against getting stuck in local maxima, and supports a flexible and
dynamic behaviour, allowing DORIS to improve its understanding and management of
the dialogue in various key ways.

– Reviewing the overall picture: Each sub-interpretation is stored with its individual
probability. As a result, the dialogue module is not restricted to choosing its actions
solely on the basis of the high ranking ICGs. It can use other information obtained
during the interpretation process to determine whether special attention needs to be
paid to the results from other stages in the interpretation process. For instance, if the
Text for the current top ICG has a low-probability due to the speech recognizer “mis-
hearing” an unclear speech wave, the dialogue module can initiate a clarification
sub-dialogue regarding the original input.

– Recovery from partial success: Interpretations that do not match all grammatical
sub-categorization requirements or domain expectations have a low probability, but
are still retained. This enables the dialogue module to initiate a focused recovery
using elements from incomplete or flawed interpretations.

– Updating probabilities: New information can be added to concept graphs (e.g., as a
result of user feedback or visual input) or to the knowledge base (e.g., after an action
performed by a planner in the physical world). Our process allows the probabilities
of existing sub-interpretations and final interpretations (ICGs) to be efficiently re-
calculated and re-ranked in light of updates.

– Background exploration: Provided memory is available, Scusi? continues its search
in the background, even after the time limit is reached. If a significantly better ICG
is found, then a new interpretation can be proposed to the dialogue module.

3 Conceptual Graphs
Conceptual graphs represent entities and the relationships between them [2]. For in-
stance, the CG in Figure 1(c2) indicates that there are two concepts find03 and cup01
that have a Patient01 Relationship.

Uninstantiated Conceptual Graphs. A UCG represents the syntactic relationships found
in a Parse Tree. Most phrases map to a Concept Node representing their head-word.
Slightly different Parse Trees may yield the same UCG. For instance, the blue Concept
Node in Figure 1(c1) could be generated from an Adjectival Phrase instead of a stand-
alone adjective (JJ) adjunct to the NP. The mapping from Parse Tree to UCG works the
same way for declarative, imperative and interrogative sentences and for single words.

Instantiated Conceptual Graphs and the Knowledge Base. The generation of an ICG
requires the selection of an Instantiated Concept from the knowledge base for each
Uninstantiated Concept in a UCG. The knowledge base contains entries for specific
real-world objects (e.g., cup03), general objects (e.g., CupClass01), domain actions
(e.g., find02), abstract concepts (e.g., blue01) and relationships (e.g., Patient01). To



postulate Instantiated Concepts for Uninstantiated ones, each Uninstantiated Concept
in a UCG is associated with a list of Instantiated Concepts. Each entry in the list is as-
signed a probability on the basis of how well it matches the Uninstantiated Concept. To
generate an ICG, one Instantiated Concept is iteratively selected from the list of each
Uninstantiated Concept in the parent UCG, starting with the most probable candidates.

4 Probabilities of Interpretations
ICGs are ranked according to their posterior probability in light of the given speech
wave and the conversational context, which is obtained from concepts recently seen or
mentioned. The interpretation stages shown in Figure 1 lead to the following equation
for the probability of an ICG.

Pr(ICG|Speech, Context) = α Pr(ICG|Context)×
∑

txt,prsTr,ucg

{

Pr(UCG|ICG) × Pr(ParseTr|UCG)×
Pr(Text|ParseTr) × Pr(Speech|Text)

}

where α is a normalizing constant. The summation is required since a sub-interpretation
may have multiple parents.

At present, the probabilities required to perform this calculation are not available.
Instead of providing probabilities in the required direction, the ASR provides probabil-
ities from Speech Wave to Text (its scores are directly translated to probabilities), and
the probabilistic parser from Text to Parse Tree. Hence, we approximate the calculation
of the posterior probability of an ICG as follows.

Pr(ICG|Speech, Context) ∼= α Pr(ICG|Context)×
∑

txt,prsTr,ucg

{

Pr(ICG|UCG) × Pr(UCG|ParseTr)×
Pr(ParseTr|Text) × Pr(Text|Speech)

}

We assume that Pr(UCG|ParseTr)=1 since a UCG is directly built from the Parse
Tree. Pr(ICG|UCG) depends only on the match between each ICG concept and its
corresponding UCG concept, given the lexical items associated with the ICG concept.
Pr(ICG|Context) represents whether the concepts in the ICG make sense in the current
context, given their salience and the relationships they expect to be in.

5 Related Research
This research extends our previous work [1] in its use of conceptual graphs as a repre-
sentation formalism and its expansion of the probabilistic interpretation framework to
incorporate these knowledge structures.

Conceptual graphs were also used by Sowa and Way [3] and Shankaranarayanan
and Cyre [4] for discourse interpretation. However, these researchers did not employ a
probabilistic approach, did not retain multiple interpretations, and their usage of con-
ceptual graphs resembled semantic grammars, which take advantage of domain related
information early in the interpretation process. Miller et al. [5] and He and Young [6]
also used semantic grammars for the interpretation of utterances from the ATIS cor-
pus, but they applied a probabilistic approach similar to ours. Instead of using semantic
grammars, Scusi?’s interpretation process initially uses generic, syntactic tools, and in-
corporates semantic- and domain-related information only in the final stage.



Our work resembles most that of Gorniak and Roy [7] in its use of a probabilistic
parser and its integration of context-based expectations with alternatives obtained from
spoken utterances. But Gorniak and Roy do not retain multiple interpretations, and
they restrict the search space by training the parser on a domain-relevant corpus and
providing tightly constrained domain expectations.

6 Conclusion
We have presented a multi-stage, probabilistic interpretation process that derives the
meaning of spoken utterances in light of contextual information. Our interpretation pro-
cess relies on an approximation of Bayesian propagation for the incremental calculation
of the probability of interpretations; an iterative optimization method, which allows the
examination of suboptimal sub-interpretations; and a unified knowledge representation
formalism that can represent information from various sources.

Additionally, our interpretation process brings to bear semantic and domain knowl-
edge only in the final stage of this process, retains all sub-interpretations and infor-
mation about them, and can take new information into account. These features enable
our system to make some sense of flawed interpretations, change its mind about the best
interpretation, and provide sufficient information to a dialogue module for handling par-
tial or flawed interpretations. Preliminary tests indicate that improved results are gained
by examining sub-interpretations that are not ranked highly.
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